
On Friday, August 2nd, 2019, our arrival office (→ for student groups from partner universi es for whom
we have arranged rooms) will be open from 12 noon to 19:00 (7 p.m.) in the evening.

Even if we didn`t arrange a room for you, you are very welcome to stop by!

Am Freitag, den 02. August 2019 ist unser Anreisebüro (→ für die Gruppen von Partneruniversitäten, die
über uns Zimmer bekommen) von 12:00 Uhr mittags bis 19:00 (= 7:00) Uhr abends geöffnet.

Auch wenn Sie kein Zimmer über uns reserviert haben, sind Sie herzlich willkommen vorbeizukommen!

address / Adresse: Käte-Hamburger-Weg 6, 37073 Göttingen

arrival office / Anreisebüro
2nd of August

Course starts: Saturday, 3 August
If we have not arranged a room for you, it is sufficient to meet us on Saturday:
optional: 09:00-10:30 welcome breakfast
optional: 10:30-14:30 campus tour / supermarket / having lunch together at the Mensa/cafeteria
compulsory: 14:30-15:30 (2:30-3:30 p.m.) placement test
optional: from 17:30: welcome snack (Döner Kebab) and welcome/getting to know each other evening

Kursbeginn: Samstag, 3. August
Wenn Sie kein Zimmer über uns reserviert haben, reicht es, wenn Sie uns am Samstag treffen:
Optional: 09:00-10:30 Uhr Willkommens-Frühstück
Optional: 10:30-14:30 Uhr Campustour/Supermarkt/gemeinsames Mittagessen in der Mensa
Obligatorisch: 14:30-15:30 Uhr Einstufungstest
Optional: ab 17:30 Uhr Willkommens-Imbiss (Döner Kebab) und Willkommens-/Kennenlernabend

Treffpunkt / meeting point: Raum 1.140 im 1. Obergeschoss vom ZHG (Zentrales Hörsaalgebäude) /
room 1.140, 1st upper floor of ZHG building, Platz der Göttinger Sieben 5



JOURNEY TO GÖTTINGEN summer course 2019
Arrival day is Friday, August 2nd, 2019.

Our arrival office will be open from 12 noon to 19:00 (7 p.m. in the evening).

► GETTING HERE BY AIRPLANE – convenient airports:
The nearest airport is Hanover (HAJ) which is also destination of several inner-European budget airlines, i.e.
Eurowings or tuifly. From the airport Hanover (in German: Hannover) you can take a S-Bahn to the main train
station Hanover and take either a train (DB – Deutsche Bahn) or a long-distance bus to Göttingen.
The largest airport in Germany is Frankfurt am Main. Most of the time flight tickets to Frankfurt are cheaper
than to Hanover. There is also a train station at the airport in Frankfurt and you can take a train to Göttingen
from there (sometimes having to change trains at main train station Frankfurt) or a long distance bus to
Göttingen from either Frankfurt airport or main train station.
Also the airports in Hamburg or Bremen are good choices to get to Göttingen. From the airports Hamburg
and Bremen you can take a long-distance bus or take a S-Bahn to the main train station and take a train to
Göttingen from there.

► BUS CONNECTIONS TO GÖTTINGEN
Various long-distance busses / intercity coaches stop in Göttingen. Please ask for a bus in a travel agency
close to you for connections from your home country.
You can also take a bus from Frankfurt, Hamburg, Bremen or Hannover (airport or main train station) to
Göttingen - tickets costs between 12 and 36 euros. Further information and online tickets:
www.busradar.com www.checkmybus.com  or www.eurolines.de
You will probably arrive at the bus stop/station next to the train station.

► TRAIN CONNECTIONS TO GÖTTINGEN
You can find online information concerning different ticket options at the website of the German Railway
“Deutsche Bahn” (www.bahn.de). There is also information in English and other languages available: choose
your language in the upper menu of the website: Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, French, Italian or Spanish.
You can find information concerning the specific connections, if you go to
http://www.reiseauskunft.bahn.de. The information is available in different languages as well. Please also
read the information of notes ¹), ²), and ³) below.
You can already book an online train ticket in advance while still in your home country and print it at home.
If you book your ticket several weeks in advance, you might still get a lot cheaper “saver fares” for fast
ICE/IC/EC-connections.

From Hanover Airport to Göttingen train station:
Duration: 1½ - 2 hours, costs: € 23 - 43 (depending on the train).¹/³

From Frankfurt Airport to Göttingen train station:
Duration: 2 – 4½ hours, costs: € 40 – 72.50 (depending on the train). ¹/²/³

From Hamburg or Bremen Airport to Göttingen train station:
Duration: 3 – 4½  hours, costs: € 24-76.50 (depending on the train). ¹/³

¹) For a cheap and slow connection, please choose „only local transport“ as means of transport.

²) For Frankfurt you have to enter “from: Frankfurt Flughafen Regionalbf“ for slow trains (ME, RE, RB, S, etc.)
and “from: Frankfurt Flughafen Fernbf“ for fast trains (ICE or IC/EC).

³) If you take slow (regional/local) trains (i.e. ME, RE, RB, S) from Hanover, Hamburg or Bremen, you can
use a “Niedersachsen-Ticket / Regional Day Ticket for Lower Saxony” (Mon-Fri valid only from 9 a.m.). This
regional ticket costs € 24 for one person, € 29 for 2 persons, … and € 44 for a group of 5 persons (max) .
If you take slow trains from Frankfurt, you can use a “Quer-durchs-Land / Day Ticket” (valid from 9 a.m.
on). This day ticket costs € 44 for one person, € 52 for 2 persons, … and € 76 for a group of 5 persons (max).

http://www.busradar.com/
http://www.checkmybus.com/
http://www.bahn.de/
http://www.reiseauskunft.bahn.de/


► Getting here by car
Göttingen has a central location in Germany: the city is located along Autobahn 7, which runs from Munich
to Hamburg. Take the exit No. 73 Göttingen / Dransfeld and follow the big road to the city for about 3 km.
Make a left turn into the Berliner Straße as soon as you have driven below the train tracks. You will see the
train station on your left side. Follow the road leading into a slight right turn. After having passed two traffic
lights you will see the long Botanical Gardens Wall on your right (Nikolausberger Weg). Turn left at the next
traffic lights into Goßlerstraße. Take the first right past a barrier in Käte-Hamburger-Weg (in case the barrier
is closed, ring the bell and tell them “zum Lektorat”). Here you can find a parking space and walk the rest of
the way to the yellow brick building with a flat roof on the right.

In Göttingen:
After reaching Göttingen on August 2nd, please come first to our arrival office to check in.
The office is located in Käte-Hamburger-Weg 6 (marked on the town map as Kursbüro).

Here you will receive important information about the course and you can get something to drink and eat. If
you have booked a room in a student hall (Studentenwohnheim) you will also receive the key to it. Our
tutors will take you to your residence in Göttingen and check the room with you.
On the day of arrival the course office is open from 12 (noon) until 7 p.m. (19:00).
Please call us: course mobile phone +49- (0)176 - 54 53 89 09, if you have problems on your day of arrival

and may arrive in Göttingen later or the next day.
We will not be at the arrival office on August 3rd or any later day, so you need to arrange a meeting point

with us or meet us at the welcome breakfast or placement test on Saturday.

How do you get from the train station in Göttingen to the arrival office?

By foot: It  takes about 20-30 minutes walking with baggage. Leave the train station from the exit on the
eastside (direction "Zentrum")  and follow the white  pillars  to  the left  where the post  office  is.  Follow the
main road (Berliner Straße) leaving four pedestrian crossings behind you. Keep on in this direction along
Nikolausberger Weg. On the left you should now see the "Fitness First", and then the campus with the
university library. Follow the pedestrian walk along the bus stop and turn left after the car park at the next
junction  into  Goßlerstraße.  Now  it  is  approximately  150m  till  the  next  turn  on  the  right  into Käte-
Hamburger-Weg. Leave the barrier behind you until you reach a smaller yellow brick building with a flat roof
on the right hand side (number 6).

By taxi: The taxi costs approximately € 7. Tell the taxi driver that you want to go to the Sprachlehrzentrum
(ZESS) in Goßlerstraße 10.  Get  out  at  the barrier.  From here it  is  only  about  50m away.  Leave the barrier
behind you before reaching a yellow brick building with a flat roof on the right hand side.

By bus: Leave the train station from the exit on the eastside (direction town centre) and go the bus station
on the right.
First option: Take bus 21 direction Nikolausberg or bus 23 direction Uni-Nord/Faßberg and get out at the
second bus stop (Blauer Turm). From stop Blauer Turm: A few meters ahead turn to the right into
Goßlerstraße.                                  *Continue along Goßlerstraße until you see a barrier on your left. Here is
Käte-Hamburger-Weg. For another 50m pass the barrier until you reach a yellow brick building with a flat
roof on the right-hand side (number 6).
Second option: Take bus 42 direction Papenberg and get out at the bus stop Nikolausberger Weg. Walk
Nikolausberger Weg a few meters back and turn to the right into Goßlerstraße. Continue as described above
(see *option 1).

A single bus ticket costs € 2.40. Four tickets cost € 8.70. For a group of 5 persons it might be worthwhile
byuing a Kleingruppenkarte (€ 10.90) with which the 5 of you can use the busses all day long.


